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Sometimes i don't understand what could've made people give negative comments on a game. Including this one. The game's
great. It's all nice, fast-paced, easy-to-master action along with a lot of good humour in the story and dialogue. Normally i'm not
the biggest fan of any comical setting, but i can't even mention this as a minus of the game. Cuz everithing or almost everithing
in it is good or even great. Unless you don't get the right way to fight in it or forget that none in this game should be taken
serious.
The only real minus is that it crashes sometimes, when loading the next mission. But it's easily cured by restarting the game and
replaying the last episode (which is normally short enough and not annoying if you like active fighting and extreme driving).
P.S. And too much theoretical analysis can destroy any greatest hit's reputation).

\u041d\u0435 \u043f\u043e\u043d\u044f\u043b \u0441 \u0447\u0435\u0433\u043e \u0442\u0430\u043a
\u043c\u043d\u043e\u0433\u043e \u043d\u0435\u0433\u0430\u0442\u0438\u0432\u043d\u044b\u0445
\u043a\u043e\u043c\u043c\u0435\u043d\u0442\u043e\u0432, \u043a\u0430\u043a \u0431\u0443\u0434\u0442\u043e
\u043d\u0435 \u043f\u0440\u043e \u044d\u0442\u0443 \u0438\u0433\u0440\u0443 \u0440\u0435\u0447\u044c
\u0432\u043e\u043e\u0431\u0449\u0435. \u0412\u043f\u043e\u043b\u043d\u0435
\u043a\u043b\u0430\u0441\u0441\u043d\u044b\u0439, \u043b\u0435\u0433\u043a\u0438\u0439 \u0432
\u043e\u0441\u0432\u043e\u0435\u043d\u0438\u0438 \u044d\u043a\u0448\u0435\u043d \u0441
\u044e\u043c\u043e\u0440\u043d\u044b\u043c \u0441\u0435\u0442\u0442\u0438\u043d\u0433\u043e\u043c \u0438
\u0438\u0441\u0442\u043e\u0440\u0438\u0435\u0439.. this is not a very well made game at all, it would be sub par for a
budget tablet game from maybe 2011 which is what this resembles
however, i could forgive the spiritless cheapness of it all if the AI actually provided a challenge but they dont - they simply all
putter around the track at the same low speed and you just pass them and lap them easily - they chance they have to catch you is
if you crash alot, which will also happen as the car physics are absent. there is though no need to try and even race a full speed,
you can just drive fairly casually and still easily win. DANGERZONE!. Read the description better than I did.

You are literaly just buying the content freely and easily available on youtube or roosterteeth. I thought that this would be akin
to the dvd sets availible elsewhere, you know with the extras and what not, but no you don't even get that. As Admiral Akbar
might be want to say this is a trap. It is a trap ment to grap RT\/RWBY fans checking out the release of Grim Eclipse and sweet
talk them into buying free content.

Ultmately I'm ok with having spent the twenty bucks on the bundle, but that's only because I can't sponser RT normaly (through
their site) and I know most of the money from my perchase goes to them.

TLDR: Unless they add the dvd extras and\/or the ablity to download and not just stream then just support RT\/RWBY though
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sponsership (or just buy the dvds) on roosterteeth. You get to enjoy the same content for free, and you don't have to pay Valve
to do so.. 10\/10 VR Experience
Mind Blowing Stuff !. CoD DLC 5 Zombies Chronicles 8+ maps and mod tools.
Just remaster Mob of the Dead, Nuketown, Five, and Buried that would make my year.. As of yet the interface is terrible, the
controls terrible, the gameplay tedious and slow but the premise fantastic and the builder is nice.
This game plays like a slow paced three-way-mixed-heritage baby between Borderlands 1 (Loot rarity), Classic Asteroids
(Physics simulated 2d spaceships) and Reassembly (spaceship building).
I will be looking out for this game hoping to see some exciting improvements.
. Finally an American football game on Steam! And yet, this review, at best, is a neutral review.

Don't get me wrong, it can be entertaining! And I dont regret the purchase. And the dev is great! Very friendly, and seems really
dedicated to the game. Its just so....lacking. Literally.

I'll list the cons first, then the pros, to end the review on a good note!

The season mode feels so basic. There is no stats, schedule, nothing. In fact, it feels more like it just randomly generates a
matchup to play after each game played. To show what I mean by generating a matchup after each game, this is an experience I
had in my season. I was the New England Volunteers( New England Patriots, fyi) and I had to play the New Orleans Crusaders(
New Orleans Saints.) I played them as the road team, on, Week 4. On Week 6, I again played the Crusaders, in the Crusaders
stadium. The endzones had the Crusaders name in both games. One was played in clear weather, the next in the rain.

Next, the playbooks. Ok I love to strategize about football. One thing I love about Madden video games, is to look at the
playbooks to see all the different plays, formations, etc. Axis football, instead has a tiny playbook. I counted the plays.
Offensively, there is 45 plays, counting Speacial Teams plays. There are 45 defensive plays, counting the special teams, again.
Not much variety. The game is broke down into two(2) 5 minute halves. With limited plays, you'll probably use the same play
anywhere between 5-20 times A GAME. For me, most second halves are dull. But, hey, thats just me. Just needed to point it
out.

The Ai needs a whole new overhaul. Really.
There isn't probably, a game that you dont eventually know how to defeat and counter the Ai. But this, this Ai is so simple and
easy to beat. Even on the hardest setting, I still won and even earned an achievement from it! In this case, it was for the
Comeback Kids achievement. Gotta overcome a 21+ halftime deficit. Even on the hardest possible difficulty, I had to goof off
for the first half, just to ensure the Ai was ahead by 21+ points. I won 36-35, even with the clock bugging out, and not stopping
when it should have! On another football game, I would've lost. On Axis Football 2015, I dont think its possible for the Ai to
win, unless you play horribly, or your team's ratings are lower than the Ai, but thats still winnable.

Next the price. For what they're asking for it, this game lacks in. I bought the game during the promo sale, with 10% off. The
game is not worth $20. Given the current state its in, 5-7 bucks is its worth at max. Maybe $10 since its the only one on Steam.

Bugs abound, but none seem to be game-breaking, thankfully. How many times has the playbook glitched after an interception,
or kickoff, showing offensive plays, when Im on defense? Its super annoying. And, the worst case of it struck AFTER 1.4 came
out! Most of the second half for me, I was stuck using my Nickel formation, since every other formation showed my offensive
playbook. Still won, and not game breaking, but still.

I'll now list the few pros:
Creative take on the team names.
A step up from Backyard football.
Good dev, even if experience is a little lacking.

Final thoughts.
Not a bad game, not a great game. Way too easy, even with the new passing mechanic. The game also lacks way to much in
game modes. Not even a practice mode(greatly needed) kicking game is wild, and even the roster modding seems to have gotten
off to a rocky start, according to some comments in the community hub.
The store page says this is a great alternative to playing Madden. Playing this, it greatly increases my desire to dig out any of my
Madden games and play them. Or any of my other football games, for that matter, though none are on the PC and obviously not
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on Steam.
The dev also says hes in this for the long haul. However, its already been noted that next year, Axis Football 2016 will be
available for purchase, so its up to you to decide if the long haul means this game, or if whether in a few years Madden will have
a rival football game to compete with. Actually, I believe when I saw game play of this game, it was on Axis Football 2014, so it
would seem each year equals a new release, with, presumably, more game modes, etc.
The achievements are also easy to achieve. My first game with 100% achievements, and I earned them all in 9.0 hours of
gameplay exactly, according to Steam.

There are plenty of cons, yes. But, I still recommend to at least try it out. If anything, you can learn about the game of football.
Or experience a decent dev. Or relive the early days of football video games.
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Addictive old but gold game :)

I love it <3. I really wanted to like Burning Cars, and would love to be able to recommend it, but it's just not really very good.

I love top-down racers, and played rival indie racer, Blaze Rush, to completion as well, but where Blaze Rush is adrenaline-
fuelled, manic fun, Burning Cars is just a bit silly, and rather frustrating.

The graphics are good, and the sounds are acceptable. The courses are not too bad either, and the variety of powerups and
obstacles is reasonable, if fairly standard fare for this sort of game. But the physics are a bad joke, seeing your vehicle (of which
there are really only two: a truck or a buggy) bouncing around ridiculously, hanging in the air, rebounding with seemingly more
force than it hit, and being unable to turn (especially in hard mode) at any sort of speed.

Even the upgrades and weapons are disappointing, with the different models of truck only differing from each other in minor
ways, and only a very limited number of different weapons available.

It's sad, because from reading the brief credits and messages, it sounds as though the indie developers of Burning Cars really put
in a lot of effort over five years to bring this game to completion. It was a really nice idea, and I wish I could recommend it, but
the fun and replayability is just not there.
. This and Sapienza are the best levels of the game.. Who the ♥♥♥♥ kills a cat 0/10 wouldn't buy again. Faster than a bullet
Terrifying scream
Enraged and full of anger
He is half man and half machine
Rides the metal monster
Breathing smoke and fire
Closing in with vengeance soaring high
He is the painkiller
This is the painkiller
Planets devastated
Mankind's on its knees
A savior comes from out the skies
In answer to their pleas
Through boiling clouds if thunder
Blasting bolts of steel
Evils going under deadly wheels
He is the painkiller
This is the painkiller
Faster then a laser bullet
Louder than an atom bomb
Chromium plated boiling metal
Brighter than a thousand suns
Flying high on rapture
Stronger free and brave
Nevermore encaptured
They've been brought back from the grave
With mankind resurrected
Forever to survive
Returns from Armageddon to the skies
He is the painkiller
This is the painkiller
Wings of steel painkiller
Deadly wheels painkiller
He is the painkiller
This is the painkiller
He is the painkiller
This is the painkiller
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Pain! Pain! Killer! Killer!
Pain! Pain! Killer! Killer!

CANT! STOP! THE! PAINKILLEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEER!

PAIN!. This is a huge improvement. This has become my favorite manager and hockey game. I am so happy they are getting the
NHL trademark. Its hard but its worth it. Its not fair to compare it to the baseball game. I think if you understood the work to
get games like this in motion you would apprciate it. IT is the best hockey game there is for pc. In 2019 hopfully EA will give us
there hockey game for PC players to enjoy.
 I can play that game and this one together for a full NHL experience!!. What a great value for mone. You get many skins, high
quality models and various sounds. This for a first release is one of the best addons in Train simulator. Highly worth the plunge!
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